
The Noble Court 
 

 With an incredibly long lifespan and an innate connection to the energies of nature, the elven 

folk sought to live in harmony with the world. Knowing that they would live to see the 

consequences of any actions they took, they always worked to ensure that there was a balance to 

their actions. A tree cut down for lumber would require the lumberjack to plant and tend to a 

sapling. Land cleared for farming would see another area set aside as a protected nature reserve. All 

decisions were debated and examined in every possible way before any action was taken, leading to 

the belief by the other races that Elves were a passive folk, not given to emotional outbursts. 

In the time following the 'Awakening,' the Elves fell upon their neighbours with a fury never seen 

before. Slaughters became commonplace as the Elves vented their anger and fear on small 

communities and villages. Armies were shattered by their rage and several powerful Magi fell 

before them. 

 When the leader of the Elven armies, Noble Arka'nan was treacherously slain by a human 

peasant, many of Arka'nan's cowardly rivals took the opportunity to extract some vengeance on the 

now leaderless army. Many of the weaker elves fled in panic, but those who remained steadfast in 

their dedication to Noble Arka'nan's cause fought to protect their fallen leader's body. As their 

adversaries closed in, the last of the loyal followers took up Arka'nan's corpse and took it to be 

interred in a safe location, where it would not be discovered by any of his rivals. 

 Setting up a secret shrine to their lost leader, those true to his cause vowed that the war to 

avenge those lost in the Awakening would never be over. 

 

Faction Rule: Rage Unleashed - When a friendly warrior with this ability is taken out, make a 

Faction test. If successful, all friendly warriors gain +1 Fight this turn. 

 

Faction Spells (5 points per spell): 

Upheaval - Range 12" - Manipulation - Target warrior may not take any Shoot or Cast actions this 

turn. 

Wall of Razors - Range 6" - Summoning - Place a 6" long by 1” wide Wall of Razors marker 

within range of the caster. Any warrior attempting to pass over the wall gains -1 Resist for the rest 

of the turn. 

Death over Life - Range 6" - Target Taken Out warrior must make an unmodified Resist test. If the 

test is passed, remove the warrior from the table. The warrior counts as having been Taken Out as 

normal. If the test is failed, the warrior is still removed from the table, but suffers a -1 on the 

Survival test after the game. 

Overrun - Range 6" - Summoning - Place a 5" diameter Overrun marker within range of the caster. 

Friendly warriors moving through the marker do not count movement through the marker's area for 

determining how far they have moved this turn. 

Unnatural Wrath - Range 24” - Manipulation - Target enemy warrior attempting to move over or 

through any terrain must first pass an agility test. Failure on the test immediately ends the warrior's 

move action. 

 

Faction Skills (5 points per skill): 

Vendetta - At the beginning of the game, choose one enemy character. When in base to base contact 

with the chosen character, this warrior doesn't need to make Guts checks for being outnumbered or 

for being hit by enemy Strikes. 

Furious Attack - After taking a Strike action, that was resisted by the enemy, this warrior may use 

their Reaction to immediately make another Strike action at -1 Fight. 

Dedicated to the Last - When benefiting from Rage Unleashed, this warrior gains +1 Guts. 

Unburdened - When this warrior takes two Move actions or a Charge action, they gain +1 Resist 

until the end of the turn. 

 



Equipment:  

The Noble Court may not use Pavise Shields or Full Plate. 

The Noble Court may take the following: 

Sigils of Power - 2 points - This warrior gains +1 Guts against Manipulation spells. 

 

 

Faction Warriors 

 
Follower – Regular - 14 points 

Move Body Agility Fight Resist Guts Faction Magic 

5 1 7+ 7+ 7+ 8+ 7+ X 

 

Court-ician – Specialist – 28 points 

Move Body Agility Fight Resist Guts Faction Magic 

5 1 6+ 6+ 6+ 7+ 6+ X 

 

Executioner – Character – 46 points  

Move Body Agility Fight Resist Guts Faction Magic 

5 2 6+ 6+ 6+ 7+ 6+ 7+ 

Executioners may select 1 spell from the Faction Spells list (above). 

Executioners may select 1 skills from the Faction Skills list (above) or the Common Skills list. 

 

Diviner – Character – 27 points  

Move Body Agility Fight Resist Guts Faction Magic 

4 1 7+ 7+ 7+ 6+ 6+ 6+ 

Diviners may select 2 spells from the Faction Spells list (above) or the Fire Spells list. 

Diviners may not select Heavy Armour or Shields. 

 

Noble – Character – 48 points  

Move Body Agility Fight Resist Guts Faction Magic 

5 2 6+ 5+ 6+ 6+ 7+ X 

Nobles may select 2 skills from the Faction Skills list (above) or the Common Skills list. 

 


